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UNDER THE DEGREE OF SOME FINITE LINEAR GROUPS

BY

HARVEY I. BLAUO)

Abstract. Let G be a finite group with a cyclic Sylow /»-subgroup P for some

prime /»È 13. Assume that G is not of type L2(p), and that G has a faithful indecom-

posable modular representation of degree d¿p. This paper offers several improve-

ments of the known bound d^(Jp)/10—1/2. In particular, rfä3(/» —1)/4. Other

bounds are given relative to the order of the center of G and the index of the central-

izer of P in its normalizer.

1. Introduction. A finite group is of type L2ip) if each of its composition

factors is either a /»-group, a /»'-group or isomorphic to PSL(2, p). Feit [5] proved

Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group with a cyclic Sp-subgroup Pfor some prime p.

Assume that G is not of type L2(p). Suppose that there is a faithful indecomposable

KG-module L of dimension d¿¡p, where K is a field of characteristic p. Then /»#2,

\P\=p, L\p is indecomposable, and <&G(P)=Px 3f(G). Furthermore dt2(p—l)/3

and¿Tg (7/»)/10 — + in case/»^ 13.

If p< 13, all relevant groups with faithful indecomposable ATG-modules of

dimension less than/?-2 are known, including the Janko group of degree 7 where

/?=11 [11]. The question of whether there exist any groups satisfying Theorem 1

with /»^ 13 and d<p — 2 remains open. Should any occur, they would lead to new

simple groups.

This paper offers several improvements of the lower bound (7p)/\0 — \ for the

dimension of L when /?^13. We easily show d^3(p—1)/4 (Theorem 5.7).

If d=3(p-l)/4 then L is self-dual, \&(G)\=2, and \Jra(P)'^a(P)\=(p- 0/2

(Theorem 6.4). Other theorems relate d to \&(G)\=z and \Jra(P):<ïïG(P)\=e

= (p— Y)/t. In particular, if e is even and z odd then d is either odd or equal to p — 1

(Theorem 5.12). d^p-(e/2+l) if e is even, and d^p-((e-\)/2 + t) if e is odd

(Theorem 7.1). This last result serves to improve an mequality due to Brauer [3]

for groups with a complex representation of degree less than/»— 1. (See the remarks

in §7.)
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The methods of [5] are exploited, beginning with a generalized local theory in §2.

The result in §3 on symmetric and skew decomposition is used in several proofs in

the sequel. A theorem of Feit on invariants and the Green correspondence is

combined with the structure theory of a block with cyclic defect group in §4,

providing some useful information. The main results are established in §§5, 6, 7.

Finally, a table is given for the possible values of d when 13 a/? ^31.

G denotes a finite group, F a field, F a Sp-subgroup of G, N=Jra(P) and

C='tfG(P). If AT and W are FG-modules, AT+ W means their direct sum and AT*

is the dual of AT. Further notation and terminology are either standard or explained

en route.

2. Local theory. A mild generalization of results of Thompson [14] and Feit [5]

is presented. The proofs in these sources for the prototypes of Lemmas 2.1-2.6

below carry over virtually unchanged, so we omit those proofs here.

In this section, F is a cyclic group of order q=pn for some fixed prime p, and

P<\PH where TTis an abelian/»'-group. Let F be a field of characteristic/? which is a

splitting field for TT, so that the |TT| irreducible (linear) characters of Fiare afforded

by F-representations. Let char H={X¡} be the set of all such characters.

Lemma 2.1. For each integer s with liísfíq and each Aechar H, there is an

indecomposable KPH-module Vs(\) such that dimx Vs(X) = s, VS(X)\P is indecompos-

able, and if U is the unique submodule of VS(X) with dim U= 1, then uh = X(h)ufor all

ueU, he H. Every indecomposable KPH-module is isomorphic to some VS(X) ;

Vs(X)x Vt(p) if and only if s = t and X = p; VS(X) is projective if and only if s=q.

Furthermore for each ISiús, each VS(X) has a unique submodule Ut with dim £/, = /;

tftfc Vt(X).

Let a be the linear character: H'-> F given by

h-xyh = yaW),   allyeP,heH.

Then a(TT)çF—{0}, where F is the prime subfield of F. In the sequel, KS(A) is

defined as in Lemma 2.1. Set V0(X) = 0for all Aechar H. IfTT=<l>, set FS(A)=KS.

Ifhe H, dets (X)(h) means the determinant of « acting as a linear transformation on

Lemma 2.2. Let Vf(X)xUtçV£XlforO£t-gS. Then V^Xyu^V^fXa-*).

As a corollary there is

Lemma 2.3.  VS(X)* » KS(A" V-l) and dets (X)(h) = Xsa~s(s -1,/2(«) for all heH.

Lemma 2.4. Assume \P\=p. If lúsút ands + t^p, then

VS(X) ® Vt(p) x 2 Vs+t_x-2i(¥«-')-
¡ = 0

Lemma 2.5. Assume \P\=p. VS(X) ® V„(p)^2Uh VP(Xpa-¡)for l^s^p.
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Lemma 2.6. Assume \P | =/». If lúbúc and b + c ̂ p, then

Vv- b(ß) ® VÁY) « 2 Vv- i>-c + 1+2i(/3y«-c + l+i)+ C 2    ^(^"0-
i = O y = 0

The following lemma is proved with a technique due to Green [10] and employed

by Feit in [5].

Lemma 2.7. If Mx Vq(rr) + Vt(r), Vs(a)xS^M and M ¡Sx Vr(p) where t, r,s<q,

then a = TT and p = r = W ~1.

Proof. First observe that in any direct sum V,{¡í) + F,(A), the elements fixed by F

form a space of A-dimension two. Hence any submodule is a direct sum of at most

two indecomposable summands. Since s + r=q + t where r<q, then s>t. Thus,

S n Vq(tt) j^{0}, hence S and Vq(-n) share a one-dimensional KPH-modu\e, so a = -n.

Also S r\ K1(t) = {0} implies the image of Vx(t) is nonzero in M/S. hence p=t.

Observe

(2 8)        Vqipal "0/ Vq "r(pal " ? * Kr(p)    and

(K^+K^r«1-'))/^ ä K»+Ft(r),    where * » V^lrc?-').

Hence there exists IF with (V,(ir)+ V^-'y^W^X, W/XxS and

(2.9) (^(T)+^(r«1-t))/»'Ä   ^r(p).

Combining (2.8) and (2.9) with Schanuel's theorem [10, (1.6e)] gives

(2.10) W+ VJ^pa1-*) X   VQ_r(pa1-*)+VQ(TT)+ V^rc,1-').

Thus IF7 has a projective summand and W, X satisfy hypotheses similar to those on

M, S so V^raï-^W. Then by (2.10) and the Krull-Schmidt theorem,

V^pa^^xV^n). Hence p = ttcc'-1.

Definition. If Ux VX(X) is an irreducible constituent of a KPH-modme M, then

we say that À is an H-value of M. This is equivalent to \(h) being an eigenvalue of A

acting on M, for all he H. A is a main H-value (mv) if there is x#0 in M with

xh = X(h)x and xy = x for all h e H, y e P.

The //-values of KS(A) are A, Aa_1,..., Aa~s + 1 by Lemma 2.2, and the unique

mv of FS(A) is A. Considering the set of elements fixed by P immediately gives

Proposition 2.11. Let M=2?=i Vdlk) where \^d¡^q and A, e char H for

1 á/^/7. The H-values of M are U"=i {^¡> A,«""1,. .., A¡a_íi' + 1} and the mv's are the

A,.

The //-values of Fdl(A¡) are called projective H-values (pv) (resp. nonprojective

H-values (npv)), and A, is projective main value (pmv) (resp. nonprojective main

value (npmv)) if d¡ = q (resp. d¡<q). Of course, a given A may be both a pv and a npv

of M.

3. Symmetric and skew decomposition. If A is a field of characteristic not equal

to two, and L a AC-module with dimK L = d, then L ® L = A + B, where A is the
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subspace of symmetric tensors and B the subspace of skew-symmetric tensors. A

and B are FG-modules with dimK A =d(d+ l)/2 and dimK B = d(d— l)/2. For any

subgroup H of G, A\H and B\H are the symmetric, resp. skew, summands of

L\H ® L\„. If {x,} is a F-base for F, then

(3.1) A = <x¡ <g> Xj + Xj ® x,>,       F = <x, ® Xj-X; ® Xj>.

Suppose {Xj} consists of eigenvectors with respective eigenvalues e¡ for some g e G.

Then by (3.1), the eigenvalues of g on A consist exactly of {e2} plus the eigenvalues

of g on B.

For the rest of this section, let field F and group FTT satisfy the hypotheses of §2,

with \P\=p. Then for any integer dwithp/2<d<p, and s=p — d, Lemma 2.6 says,

for any A e char H,

(3.2) Vd(X) S Vd(X) « 2 K2i + 1(AV + i)+ '"I S Kp(AV + i)-
i=0 ¡=s

Lemma 3.3. Fe/ s=p — d, where p/2<d<p. Let A+B be the decomposition of

Vd(X) (g) Vd(X) into symmetric and skew parts. Then A is the direct sum of exactly

those summands in (3.2) (projective and nonprojective) with i=s (mod 2). B is the

direct sum of the summands in (3.2) with i=s—l (mod 2).

Proof. By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, the summands of (3.2) are distributed

between A and B. The remarks above and Lemma 2.2 show that

(3.4) (TT-values of A) = {A2, (A« -l)a, ...,(Xa~d + x)2} u (TFvalues of F).

Assume first that PH is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel F (so that a is

faithful on TT and char TT=<a», and that \H\ =/?— 1. Since |TT| is even, it makes

sense to distinguish between even and odd powers of a. Since d>p/2, {A2, (Aa-1)2,

..., (Xa~d + 1)2} covers each even power at least once, and |/T| =/?— 1 implies

(3.5) {AV±¡ | 0 á ; ¿ j-l}n{AV + i \s$'i ¿ p-s-l} = 0.

The two sets given in (3.5) are the TT-values of the nonprojective summands and

the mv's of the projective summands, respectively. Each y e char TT is an TT-value

of Vp(tt) twice if y = it, but exactly once if y J= w.

Of the p — 2s projective summands, suppose more lie in B than in A. Then each

of A2as + i, s^i^p — s— 1, occurs more times in B than in A as an TT-value which is

not a mv, and the majority of them occur additionally in B as pmv's. (3.5) shows

they are not balanced by nonprojective TT-values, and this contradicts (3.4). So more

projective summands lie in A than in B.

Now A2o£2s_1 is an TT-value of only ^„^(AV-1) among the nonprojective

summands, and is a non-mv just once for each Vp(X2as + i), s^iSp — s—\. So if

V2s-i(X2a2s~1)ç^A, (3.4) implies there is one more projective summand in B than

in A in order that the odd powers of a balance as TT-values, a contradiction. Hence,
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^2s-i(A2a2s_1) — B. To balance A2a2s_1, there is exactly one more projective sum-

mand in A.

Similarly, A2«25"2 is an //-value of only F^AV2*"1), F2s_3(A2a2s-2) and each

projective. V2s_1(X2a2s~1) with the projectives leaves A2a2s~2 balanced between A

and B. This is an even power of a, so (3.4) implies V2s_3(X2a2s~2)^A.

Consider V2j + x(X2as+i) for 0^j<s— 2, and suppose for all j<k^s— 1,

V2k + x(X2as + k) £ B    ifk = s-l    (mod 2),

S A    ifk = s (mod 2).

A2as + ' is an //-value of only V2j + x(X2as + '), V2k + x(X2as + k) for each k >j, and of each

projective. If j=s— 1 (mod 2) then our inductive assumption implies the

Vik + i(h2(xS + k) and the projectives give an extra AV + ; as an //-value to A. So (3.4)

implies V2j + x(X2as+i)^B. If j=s (mod 2), our assumption says that the

F2fc + i(A2as + ,c) and the projectives distribute A2as + i evenly between A and B. Hence,

V2j + x(X2as+1)^A. Induction downwards shows

A = F2i + 1(AV + i) + (/»-2i+l)/2 projectives,
0SiSs-l;iss(mod2)

(3.6)
B = V2i+,(AV+') + ip- 2s-1 )/2 projectives.

OSiSs-l:iss-l (mod 2)

For any group P of odd prime order /», the Frobenius group PH as above may be

constructed. By restriction to P, our results imply that if Vd (g) Vd = A' + B',

decomposition into symmetric and skew parts, then

A'= 2 F2, + 1 + ((/»-2s+l)/2)Fp,
0£tSs-l;iss (mod 2)

(3.7)
B' = 2 F2i + 1 + ((/»-25-l)/2)Kp.

OSiës-l;iss-l (mod 2)

Now make no special assumption about PH. Vd(X) ® Vd(X) contains a unique

indecomposable summand of dimension 2/+1, for each / with O^i^s—l. So

restricting to P and applying (3.7) shows that (3.6) remains true. Finally, it now

follows that the projective summands distribute between A and B as in the state-

ment of this lemma in order that (3.4) be satisfied.

In the same way (and with less trouble), one obtains the following results: If

2s<p, then Lemma 2.4 says FS(A) <g> Vs(X)x2i = o Fai + ̂ A2«1"^').

Lemma 3.8. Let 2j^/j#2. Let A + B be the decomposition of VS(X) (g) VS(X) into

symmetric and skew parts. Then A is the direct sum of the F2i + 1(A2o:1"s + i) with

i = s—\ (mod 2), O^i^s— 1; B is the direct sum of the F2, + 1(A2a1_s + i) with

i=s(mod2),0èiâs-2.

4. Blocks and the Green correspondence. Here is a special case of the Green

correspondence (see Thompson [14]): Let Khe a field of characteristic p and G a
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finite group with a Sp-subgroup F which is a T.I. set. There is a one-to-one corres-

pondence between all nonprojective indecomposable FG-modules X, and all non-

projective indecomposable FTV-modules V: X *-> V if and only if V is the unique

nonprojective indecomposable summand of X\N, or equivalently, X is the unique

nonprojective summand of Va. If X<-> V, then A'* <-> V*.

A nonzero element x of a FG-module is called an invariant if xg = x, all g eG.

Theorem 4.1 (Feit). If X<-> V as above, then X has invariants if and only if V

has invariants.

Proof. Let Q0 be the projective indecomposable FG-module whose socle is the

trivial one-dimensional FG-module. Q0 is, of course, a direct summand of KG

with socle F(2geG#)- If A'contains a nonzero element of the form J,geC yg for some

yeX, then the map /: KG -> X defined by f(J,aca agg) = 29eo aQyg, where ag e K,

induces a FG-isomorphism of Q0 into X, a contradiction. Thus, Na¡a>(X) = 0, so

that TT°(G, <1>, X) = lnwa(X) (see [7, II.3]). Similarly, H°(N, <1>, V) = lnvN(V).

Since H°(G, <1>, X)xH°(N, <1>, V) [1, II 1.5.9], the theorem follows.

Now let \P\ =p, let <S be the ring of integers in a /?-adic number field k, 0* the

maximal ideal of 0, K-=G/3P, and assume all irreducible kG and KG modules are

absolutely irreducible. B will denote a/?-block of defect 1.

Each block Fis associated with a tree (see Brauer [1], Dade [4], Rothschild [13]).

Say that the graph of F has e edges, corresponding to irreducible modular characters

(and to their corresponding projective indécomposables), and hence e+ 1 vertices,

corresponding to /?-conjugate families of ordinary irreducible characters. In only

one family, said to lie on the exceptional vertex, is there more than one character

(there are (/?— l)/e). If e=p— I, we pick the "exceptional" vertex arbitrarily.

Definition. If M is an irreducible FG-module in B, the remainder of AT (rem AT)

is the unique integer m with 1 ̂ m<p and dimK M=m (mod /?). The separation of

M (sep AT) is the number of vertices the edge AT separates from the exceptional.

(If e=p— 1, sep AT depends on our choice of the exceptional vertex.)

An argument of Rothschild shows there is an integer r^O (mod /?) with

(4.2) r(sep AT) = ±rem AT (mod />)

where the result alternates along paths to the exceptional. As a consequence, all

remainders in B are congruent (mod /?) to elements of

{/, 2r,.. .,er}u{-er, -(e-l)r,..., -r}.

Results of Brauer [2,1] give

(4.3) If TV/F is abelian, then e = |TV:C| and r = 1.

The correspondence F -*■ L*, where F is an irreducible kG- or FG-module, gives

an incidence preserving map of the tree for F to the tree for a block B'. If B con-

tains an ordinary or modular irreducible which is isomorphic to its dual (Brauer
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[1, Theorem 13] shows that the latter implies the former), then the map sends B to

itself. The same theorem of Brauer implies that those modular (resp. ordinary)

irreducibles equal to their duals lie on the edges (resp. vertices) of a single real stem

across which the map L^-L* reflects the tree. The exceptional vertex in such a

block, if e<p— 1, must also lie on the stem. (This discussion is given by Tuan [15]

in the case of the principal block.)

For the rest of §4, assume N=PH where TT is an abelian /?'-group. Then (4.3) and

§§2, 3 apply. A is called an TT-value of a FG-module L if and only if it is an H-value

of L\N.

Proposition 4.4. For any X e char TT, there is at most one irreducible KG-module

X such that X<-> Vt(X) by the Green correspondence for some positive integer t<p.

Proof. Suppose A'and yare distinct irreducibles with A'<-> Vt(X) and Y *-* KS(A)

HomKG (X, Y) = 0 = HomKG (Y, X), so by Theorem 4.1, there are no invariants in

the nonprojective summands of Vt(X)* (g) KS(A) or of

vs(xy ® v¿\) = f/a-v-1) ® VAX).

Without loss, assume s^t. If s + t^p,

^(A-V-1) ® VAX) « 2 K^^^A-V-U«-') = '£ Ks + i_1_2i(a-1"i),
i = 0 i = 0

by Lemma 2.4. But one of the npmv's is a°=l, a contradiction. If s + t>p, let

t=p — b. Then b<s and

»-i
F^A-1«-1) ® KP_„(A)» 2 Pp_(,_, + 1 + 2l(A-V-1Aa1-' + ') + (projectives)

¡ = 0

by Lemma 2.6, and a0 is a npmv, a contradiction.

The following result is proven by Feit (not yet published) in a more general

setting.

Proposition 4.5. Let M, W and R be nonprojective indecomposable KG-modules

with M^> Vm(p), W<r+ Vw(y),R<^> VAp), M^ Wand W/MxR. Then

(a) m + r<p implies m + r = w and p = pa~m, y = p;

(b) m + r>p implies m + r =/?4-w and p = y = paT'1.

Furthermore, if one of R or M is irreducible, then it is uniquely determined by the

other and one of conditions (a) or (b).

Proof. Treat the problem locally. All projective summands of M\N appear in

W\N, and in addition so do those of R\N. Factor out the former, split off the latter,

and hence assume M\N= Vm(p), R\N= VAp), so dim^ W=m + r. If m + r<p, then

rV\N=Vw(y) + no projectives, with m + r = w. Vm + Ay)/Vm(p)xVAp) implies y = p

and p = pa~m by Lemma 2.2. If m + r>p, then 1^1^= Vw(y)+ Vp(tt), and we apply

Lemma 2.7 to obtain -n = p and p = y = par~1.
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Suppose R is irreducible. If m + r<p, then p = p.a m, which depends only on M,

and which by Proposition 4.4 determines R. If m + r>p, let R = S*, so that where

S<^y Via), Vr(p)=Vr(a)* =Vr(a-1ar~1) by Lemma 2.3. Then a-1ar-1=p.ar-1, so

a = p.~1, and by Proposition 4.4 again, 5 (hence RxS*) is determined by M. If M

is irreducible, consider the dual W*^R* and W*/R*xM*.

Proposition 4.6. The npmv's of the indecomposable KG-modules in a single block

B of defect 1 all lie in a single coset of char (Hfâ^P)) in char //.

Proof. Let U he the unique maximal submodule of an arbitrary projective

indecomposable AG-module Q in B. There is a chain of submodules

W= W0^ Wj<^ ■ ■ ■ £ Wn= U such that W is the unique minimal submodule of U,

hence all the IF, are indecomposable, and the iVyWY-i, 0¿íá«, include all the

distinct irreducible constituents of Q. Let WfW^j have npmv A, and Wi have

npmv y¡. By Proposition 4.5, y, is either y,_! or A,, and At = y,_1aJi for some integer

j¡. Since a\<gH{P)=\, the A, are all in a single coset of char (H /<& H(P)). Since projective

indécomposables on adjacent edges of the tree have irreducible constituents in

common, the proposition is true for all the modular irreducibles in B.

Let X*-* Vs(o), 0<s<p, he any indecomposable AG-module in B. Let M be a

maximal submodule of X. By induction on the dimension of X, we may assume

that the npmv's of M and of the irreducible constituents of M are in the same

coset of char (///^(F)). We may also assume that a is not a npmv of M, M\N

= 2i Vmiip-d where each m,</», and dim X/M<p. Now <r#,ix, for any i implies

Via) n M\N = (0y. Thus Vs(a)^(X/M)\N, so that a is the npmv of irreducible

X/M. The proposition follows.

The following result is partially contained in [2].

Corollary 4.7. There is one block of defect 1 for each coset of char (HfifH(P))

as in Proposition 4.6, and for each X e char H there is exactly one irreducible KG-

module L with npmv X.

Proof. This follows from the fact that there are \^HiP)\ blocks of full defect

(since H is abelian), Proposition 4.6 and (4.3).

Proposition 4.8. Every modular irreducible in a block B of defect 1 may be written

in the prime subfield F of K if and only if one of them may be so written.

Proof. Let F be a modular irreducible in B with L <-> F,(A). L may be written in

F if and only if LT=L for all automorphisms F of Ä'if and only if F,(A)T= F,(A) if

and only if Ar = A for all F e Aut iK). Since «(//) S F, XT = X if and only if (Xa*)* = Xa<

for all integers i. Apply Proposition 4.6.

Remarks. (1) Tuan's result [15] that every modular irreducible in B0, the prin-

cipal block, can be written in F, follows immediately. (2) If \H\ \p—\, then X(H)^F

for all A e char H and in this case all modular irreducibles in blocks of defect 1 are

written in F.
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Proposition 4.9. If£H(P) is cyclic, there are at most two blocks containing a real

stem.

Proof. If B has a real stem, then B contains a modular irreducible F <-» Vd(X)

and its dual F* <-> Kd(A-1ad_1). A_1aíí_1 = Ací'c for some integer k by Proposi-

tion 4.6. Thus A2|yi/(P)=1. But if ^(P) is cyclic then A2|^H(P)=1 if and only if A

is in one of at most two fixed cosets of char (Hfä^P)) in char H. Apply Corollary

4.7.

Remark. One of these blocks will be B0, the principal block. Denote the other,

if it exists, by F2. F2 may have a real stem consisting of a single vertex only.

The local theory easily yields the well-known

Proposition 4.10. If L is a nonprojective indecomposable KG-module and

Te Aut F, then (LT)*x(L*)T.

Proof. Say F <-> Vd(X). Then

(LT)*^ Vd(XT)* = ^((A^-V1) = ^■V-1)")iH(L')r.

§4 is concluded with a proposition of a general nature. The easy proof is omitted.

Proposition 4.11. Let L be an indecomposable but not irreducible KG-module

with LxL* and socle L=Wi+W2+--- + Wt. Then socle Lçradical L and rVf,

W2,..., W* are the constituents ofL/radL.

5. Lower bounds. We assume for the rest of this paper that group G and module

F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 with /?^13 and dimKL = d<p. Let

T=f)n G(n), the intersection of the derived groups. Since G is not of type F2(/?), F

and L\T also satisfy Theorem 1. Thus with no loss we assume G = G'.

If A'is a FG-module such that Af|P is indecomposable, either A'is the trivial one-

dimensional module or dim X^(7/I0)p — \. N=PH, where TT is an abelian p'-

group, so §2 applies: L\N= Vd(X) for some A e char (H).

We use the following notation:

s=p — d;

e=\N:C\=(p-l)/t;

Z=Z(G) and z= |Z\.

If A'is an indecomposable FG-module, write X—X(u, y) if and only if X <-> Vu(y)

by the Green correspondence.

l0 = the trivial one-dimensional FG-module.

Proposition 5.1. Z is cyclic and z\d.

Proof. If yeZ, y acts on F as the cTxcT scalar matrix (X(y)). Thus F faithful

implies A is faithful on Z. Then A(Z)ç K implies Z is cyclic. Det (X(y)) = Xd(y) = 1

since G = G'. Hence z|cT.
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Let M=M(d,y) he another (not necessarily distinct) AG-module with dim M

= dim F (in the sequel, M is usually F or L*). M\N= Vd(y), so Lemma 2.6 implies

(5.2) (F ® M)|N =   2   F2i + x(Xya° + l)+l' Vp(Xya°+ ').
i=0 i=s

Then by the Green correspondence, L <g> M=2¡=o F(2/+ 1, Ayas+i) + Q, where g

is projective. By (5.2), for each integer i with OS/as— 1, we may choose a set of

integers =5^ such that 5^nyt=0 if i^k, Uf=o <$1 is contained in the set of integers

j such that s^j^p — s— 1, and

F(2/+l, Ay«s + i)U =   F2i + 1(Ay«s + i)+ 2  ^(V + 0-

Let mi=\£r°i\. Of course, =5^ and ttj, are also functions of A, y, and s. We have

s-l

(5.3) dimF(2/+l, Xyas + i) = 2i+\+mlp,   and    2 W( - F~2j.
i = 0

w, >0 for I ¿/'as— 1, since 2/+1 <(7/10)/» —^, and 7770 = 0 if and only if Ayas = a°

if and only if y = X~1a~s, which says MxL*.

Using Lemma 2.3 and the assumption G = G', we have, for O^/Sj— 1,

1 = detF(27+l, Xyas + i)   on H

(5.4) = (Ayas)2i + l PI (Aya8)"«'«-0""1"2

= (Ay«s)2i+i+m'p«"m,(p_i>'2 na¡-

les?,

NowF(2/+ 1, Ayas + i)^F(2/+ 1, Ay«s + i)* if and only if (Ay«s + i)2 = a2i (by Lemma

2.3) if and only if (Ayas)2 = 1. Thus either none or all of the nonprojective indecom-

posable summands of F (g) M are self-dual.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose the nonprojective indecomposable summands of L (g M are

self-dual. The number of summands L(2i + 1, Xyas + i) of dim 2i+ 1 +m¡p with mt odd is

less than or equal to

t — 1    if t is even,

t ¡ft is odd,

t — 2   if t is odd but s > e/2.

Proof. If Vp(p) is a summand of F(2/+l, Xyas + i)\N, so is Vp(p)*= Vpip.-1).

p. = Xyas+i implies Li~1 = Xyas~>. Then for any i with Oá/ás— 1, (5.4) implies

(5.6) 1 = (Ayas)2i + 1 + m^a-",^p-1)'2 a''.

jeS^i^jsOCmoue)
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If «ij is odd, then 2i +1 + m¡p even gives (Ayas)2i +it«#=s 1, so that

am,(p-l)/2 _ a(P-D/2  _ ai

^^i;2i = 0(mode)

There is an odd number of such/. If t is even, then (/?—1)/2=0 (mod e) and there

is an odd number of/=0 (mod e) in S^. If t is odd, then (/?— l)/2=e/2 (mod e), and

there is an odd number ofj=e/2 (mod e) in ^. (5.2) establishes the lemma.

Theorem 5.7. cT^max {/?—e, 3(p- l)/4}.

Proof. If cT is taken to be minimal, F may be assumed absolutely irreducible.

d<p implies F is in a block of defect 1. Theorem 1 says d^(7/\0)p — \, so by (4.3),

d^p-e. If e-¿(p-l)/4 then d^(3p+1)/4. If e = (p-l)/3 and j^e/2 then

cT^(5/?+ l)/6. So we may assume tS3 and if t = 3 then s>e/2.

Let M=L*. Then y = A_1a~s, so Ayas = 1. Lemma 5.5 implies at most one m¡ is

odd. By (5.3),
s-l

1+2(5-2) ^  2 w- =/'-2^
i = i

whence i á(/? + 3)/4.

Proposition 5.8. If z is odd then either d>p—e or e = 2.

Proof. By Theorem 5.7 we may assume d=p — e and F is absolutely irreducible.

e<p— 1 implies sepF = e, so that F lifts to an ordinary irreducible which is excep-

tional. Then a theorem of Feit [6] gives e = 2.

Now let M=L. (5.4) gives, for 0^i^s—l,

(5.9) 1 ^(ÀV)21*1*»^"'»-1»^«'.

Since « is trivial on Z, (A2)2i + 1 + mi!'|z= 1. Since F is faithful, A is faithful on Z,

so that

(5.10) z\2(2i+l+mip),       OáíáJ-1.

The next theorem shows that cT is bounded below at least as a function of the

order of Z.

Theorem 5.11. If b\z with b an odd integer, set s = bq + r, q and r integers with

0úr<b. Then

s ú (2/(b + 5))(p + r(b-r)/2).

If 4c\z, set s = cw + u, c, w, and u integers with 0^u<c. Then all the m¡ (from

L (g) L) are odd and

s ú (l/(c + 2))(p + u(c-u)).
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Proof. If odd b\z, then (5.10) implies b\2i+ 1 +mtp, 0Hi£s—ï, so for any

0£i, ]£gs— I, b\2(i—j)+p(mi — mj). Hence if \i—j\<b, b\i—j so b\mt — m¡. In

particular m^m,. Thus

2 m, Z  J,j=b(b+\)/2,
b consecutive Integers i j=l

p-2s ^  2 m' = qb(b+\)/2 + r(r+\)/2
i = 0

= (s-r)(b+l)/2 + r(r+l)/2.

Solving for s proves the first statement.

If 4c|z, then 2c|2/+1 +mtp, Oùiùs— 1, by (5.10), so each w, is odd.

2c\2(i—j)+p(mi — mj) for Oui, jùs- 1. So if \i—j\ <c, c\mi — mj and

2 «,£ ¿2/-1 =c2,
c consecutive integers i j - 1

s-1

p — 2s^  2 mi = wc2 + u2 = (s — u)c + u2.
i = 0

Solve for í to complete the proof.

If e= |char (H/Z)\ = |<a>| is even, then we may sensibly speak of the parity of an

element of <ot> as an odd or even power of a.

Theorem 5.12. Assume e is even. If either (i) z is odd and d is even, or (ii) z = 2

and X2 is even, then d=p— 1 andp= 1 (mod 4). If z = 4, then d>(4p)/5.

Proof. Lemma 3.3 implies that ifje S^ for M=L in (5.2), then/'=/ (mod 2). If

(/»— l)/2 is even and i is odd, then a.mi(-p~1V2 is even and Yljey, a' has the same parity

as m¡. If (/»— l)/2 is odd and i is even, then x~[,e&>l a.1 is even and am'{p~1'"2 has the

same parity as mt. Thus if (/»—1)/2=/+ 1 (mod 2), am¡(p_1)/2 \~Jjeyi a? has the same

parity as mt. Furthermore, dis even under any of the hypotheses, so as<2i + i + m,p) jjas

opposite parity from mt. Then (5.9) implies (A2)2i + 1+mi» is odd for all Ofíi^s— 1

with /=(/» + l)/2 (mod 2).

A2 e <«>. By (5.10), (A2)2i + 1 + "v is even for all 0ú i us- 1 if either (i) or (ii) hold.

Then in this event, (/»—1)/2 is even and s=\. The first statement is proved.

Suppose 4|z. Then all mt are odd, O^/Sj— 1. If /=(/»—1)/2 (mod 2), then

as(2i + l+miP)am,(p-l)/2 TJ^^ ai ¡s everl) and hence s0 ¡s (A2)2i +1 + m¡P  by (59)   ASSUme

d<p-\. Then (A2)2f + r + m<" is odd for some i^s-l. (5.10) implies X* is odd. It

follows that, for Oui us— 1,

2(2/ +1 + mtp)/z =/+(/»- 1 )/2   (mod 2).

If z = 4, 2(2i+l+mip)/z = (2i+l+mi + mi(p-l))/2 = imi+\)/2 + i + mlp-l)/2=

(ml+l)/2 + i+(p-l)/2 (mod 2). Thus w,= 3 (mod 4), Oá/^s-1. Then by (5.3),

3í¿2¡ = o w,á/» — 2s. This proves the second statement.
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Remark 5.13. The nonprojective summands of F ® L are self-dual if and only

if (AV)2 = 1. This implies z\4.

Theorem 5.14. Ifz=4and(X2as)2 = l then

d £ /?— 1 andp = 1 (mod 4)   if e is even,

^p-t+l if eis odd.

Proof. All the m{ (from F <g) L), 0^/ás—1, are odd by Theorem 5.11. Then

Lemma 5.5 implies dtp — t+l if e is odd. The proof of Lemma 5.5 shows that for

all Oáí'^í-1, there is some j=(p—1)/2 (mod e) in á?. lfje£^¡thenj=i (mod 2)

by Lemma 3.3. If e is even, then (/?—1)/2=/ (mod 2) for all O^/^J—1. Hence

s= 1 and (p—1)/2 is even.

Lemma 5.15. Suppose LxL* and M=M(d, y)xM*#L are in the same p-block

with dim M=d. Then

s S t— 1    if t is even,

áí iftis odd,

^ t — 2   if t is odd and s > e/2.

Proof. y2 = X2 = ad~1, and by Proposition 4.6, yA_1e<a>. Hence y = Xael2 and

Ayas = ae/2. Thus the nonprojective summands of F (g> AT are self-dual, and (5.6)

implies, for all 0 ̂  z ̂  s — 1,

1 = (ael2)2i + 1 + mtpam>(p-1)l2 ai

íe^i;2íH0(mode)

(5.16)
_ ae/2 + m,(e/2-(p-l)/2) aí_

íey,:2í=0(mode)

If W; is odd, then as in Lemma 5.5, t even implies there is an odd number of/*=0

(mod e) in &¡, and t odd implies there is an odd number ofj=e/2 (mod e) in 5?.

If »jj is even, there is an even number ofjeSf¡ with 2/=0 (mod e), and (5.16) gives

1 = ««/a y~[ „i,

jeSf^.21 so (mode)

Hence there is an odd number ofj=e/2 (mod e) in S^h and thus also an odd number

of 7=0 (mod e). Done by (5.2).

Lemma 5.17. Let L be self-dual, z = 2 and e be even. Then H is cyclic.

Proof. TT/Zis cyclic and z = 2. Thus if TTis not cyclic, H=ExZ where ExH/Z

acts faithfully on F. Since L\N=Vd(X), L\PE=Vd(X\E)=Vd(ak) for some integer

k. LxL* implies A2 = ad_1, whence (A|£)2 = ce2k = ali"1. Since e is even, d— 1 must

be even and d is odd. But 2=z|cT, a contradiction.
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Theorem 5.18. Let L be self-dual, z = 2 (so that L e B2) and e = (p- \)/t where

t is odd. Then L has an algebraic conjugate in B2 and d^p — t.

Proof. Let Q he the Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Since \H\ =z(p—\)/t, where z = 2

and t is odd, v2(\Q\) = v2(p —1)+1- By the above lemma, H, and hence Q, is cyclic.

Thus, A faithful on Z implies A is faithful on Q, so X(Q) ̂  F, the prime subfield of K.

Then there exists TeAut(K) with Ar#A, and hence LT=L(d,XT)%L. Since

(XT)2 = (X2)T = ad-1, (LT)*xLT. Fpreserves B0, hence F and LT e B2 by Proposition

4.9. Lemma 5.15 implies d^p — t.

6. A minimal case. After dispensing with some elementary facts, we extract

further information when F has the smallest degree allowed by Theorem 5.7, that

is, 3(/»-l)/4.vr

Proposition 6.1. If d<p-\, then L is irreducible.

Proof. L\p= Vd has a unique one-dimensional space of invariants, so the socle

of F is irreducible and every submodule of F is indecomposable. If 10 occurs twice

consecutively in a composition series for L, then Proposition 4.5 implies 1 = la-1,

so e=l, a contradiction. Then F has a unique nontrivial constituent R<-> Vr(p).

If F has composition series \0, R, l0then A=l and l = la"(r + 1) by Proposition 4.5.

Hence d=r + 2= 1 (mod e), so d>r^p — e implies d=p, a contradiction.

Thus L has composition series either 10, R or R, 10. Replacing F by L* if neces-

sary, we may assume the former. Then A= 1, p = a~1, and R is a constituent of go,

the projective indecomposable with socle 10. R is adjacent to 10 in the graph of B0.

If R#R* then sep R = r and R, R* and 10 separate 2r+1 vertices from the excep-

tional. Hence, p-\ ^e^2r+l ^3(/»-l)/2+l, a contradiction. If RxR* then

a~2 = p2 = ar~1. Hence r= — 1 (mod e). But r^p — e gives r=p — 2 and d=p— 1.

Proposition 6.2. X2cà = ac for some integer c with \c\us— 1 // and only if

c = 0(i.e.,LxL*).

Proof. LxL* if and only if there are invariants in (L*)* (gF=F (g L (and

equivalently in F* ®F*), since F is irreducible for d<p—\. This follows from

there being invariants in 2f=o F2i + 1(AV+i) or 2¡ = o F2i + 1(A~2a~s+i) by Theorem

4.1. This says A2as = ac for some c with |c| us— 1. When LxL*, X2as= 1, and ccc=l

for some c with |c| us— 1 if and only if c = 0, since sue-

Lemma 6.3. Suppose z\2 and (AV)2^ 1, so that (replacing L by L* if necessary)

X2as = ak with e/2<k<e. If there exist integers 0 á b, c < s such that k + b + c^e and

\b-c\ue-k then HomXG (F(2c+1, ac), L(2b+ 1, X2as + b))^0.

Proof. If one of b or eis less than (/»—1)/4 then 2(b + c) + 2ùp, so by Lemma 2.4

F2c + i(«c) <g V2b + 1(X2as + b) has main //-values ak + b + c, ak + b + c + 1,..., «*■"*><>-* and

hence has invariants. If b = c = (p—1)/4 then s = (p + 3)/4 implies k^e/2+l (since

e^(p—1)/3 and 4\p— 1 says e is even), so F2c + i(ac) (g V2b + x(X2as + b) has npmv's
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afc + (p-i)/2a-«p-i)/2 + i) + i+¡:=ce)c + ¡)0¿/¿(-/,_1-)/2-l, by Lemma 2.6. So in either

case, there are invariants in F(2c+ 1, a0)* (g> L(2b+ 1, X2as + b) by Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 6.4. Ifd=3(p-1)/4 then LxL*, z = 2, ande = (p-l)/2.

Proof. Let L¡=F(2/+1, a1) and TV¡=F(2/+1, AV + i) for 0^/as-l. These are

the nonprojective summands of L <gi L* and L 0 L, respectively. Set dim F¿

= 2/-1-1 +mtp and dim Nt = 2i+ 1 +«¡/?.

F is irreducible. By Theorem 5.7 and its proof we may assume ?á 3, one m¡= 1

and all the others are 2 for l£ii¡¡s—\. By Theorem 5.11, z|4. Since 4\p— 1, e is

even. Then Theorem 5.12 implies z|2.

First, suppose LgtL*.

(i) Suppose (A2ces)2=l. Since r^3, and t = 3 implies s>e/2, Lemma 5.5 says the

number of odd «¡ is less than or equal to 1. Then

s-l

2(s-l)+l ^  2 ni = P~2s'
i = 0

so s¿(p+l)/4, a contradiction.

(ii) Suppose (AV)2^¿1. z|2 implies L, L* are both in the same block B by

Corollary 4.7. F must have a real stem, and F, F* separate a total of 2s = (/? + 3)/2

vertices from the exceptional. So e=/?—1. X2as = ak where e/2+l f¡¡k<e. Then

¿4-(j— l) + (s — 2) = k + (p- l)/2— 1 ïïe, so Lemma 6.3 implies there exist nonzero

FG-homomorphisms from Fs_! to TVS_! and to TVS_2.

Since all m¡ S 2, dim Fs_ i g 2/? + 2s- 1 = 2/? + (/? + l)/2 < 4(3/4)(/? -1). Hence Ls_ x

has at most three nontrivial irreducible constituents. Since Fs_! has no invariants,

by Theorem 4.1, and is self-dual, Proposition 4.11 implies Fs_x has a unique

minimal submodule IV^10 and a unique maximal submodule AT with dim AT

= ap + m, 0<m<p. W*=LS_1/M, so if W* has a pmv, then it is a mv of any

nonzero FG-homomorphic image of Fs_1; hence of TVS_! and TVS_2. But the mv's

of all the TVj are distinct when e=p— 1, by (5.2), a contradiction. Thus 3(/?— l)/4

¿dim W=w<p, and W has a unique mv y. Let y*=y~xaw~1, the mv of W*.

Then y* is «oí a mv of some TV,,, u = s— 1 or s — 2. Since (/?+ l)/2 = 2.y— 1 < w,

m + w>p, so Proposition 4.5 implies y* = «s_1, the npmv of Fs_i.

Let S be the kernel of the homomorphism Ls_i -> Nu. Then W* is not a sub-

module of Ls-i/S, S^{0}, and TVU has no invariants, so LS-JS has a unique

minimal submodule F, where RxR* is the third nontrivial constituent of Fs_x.

Thus Ls-i/S has composition series F, W* or F, 10, W* and each submodule of

Fs_i/S is indecomposable, y* cannot be a mv of Ls-X/S, so rem F + dim H/</? by

Proposition 4.5. Then dim R>p. But dim R^(5p+ l)/2-3(p- l)/2=p + 2.

Since Fs_! has unique minimal submodule W, Ls-X is properly contained in the

projective indecomposable with socle W. Then all constituents of Ls_! lie on edges
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adjacent to Win the tree of B0, and e=p—\ implies none occurs more than once in

Fs_!. Thus Wgt W* and on the graph

W

IV*

R— ■

Take the vertex pictured as the exceptional, dim W^3(p— l)/4 implies sep W

=p-rem W. Then sep R=p-rem R^p — 2, a contradiction.

Second, suppose LxL*.

Let L 0 L = A + B, the symmetric and skew decomposition. Lemma 3.3 gives

2,1 = s (mod 2) Li^A, ¿i = !-l(mod2) L,£/j.

If z= 1, F e B0. e is even, so s is even by Theorem 5.12. Then

2,       rrii = mx + m3-\-hms-i Ù (p-2s-l)/2
i = s-l (mod2)

by Lemma 3.3. Hence 2(.s/2)— 1 5=(/» —2î— \)/2, since all but one m¡ = 2. This gives

sùip+l)/4, a contradiction.

It follows that z = 2. Theorem 5.18 implies e = ip— l)/2.

Actually, a good deal more is known in this situation. Each of the F, (except

perhaps Lx) is irreducible, and the degree of the exceptional characters in B0 is

either (3/»+1)/2 or (5/»+1)/2 ([0, Theorems 9.3, 9.4] and other unpublished results

of the author). Of course, the existence of such a group is not at all certain.

7. Functions of |A:C|.

Theorem 7.1.

d £ p — (e/2 +1) (e even)

^ p-He-1)/2 +1) ieodd).

Proof. We may assume e<p—\. Let B' be the block in which lie all the non-

projective indecomposable summands of F (g F. We denote these by

A, = F(2/+1, AV + i),       Oájás-1.

Let y be an exceptional ordinary irreducible character in B'. v(l)=ee (mod/»),

where e= ± 1. Thompson [14, Theorem 1] has shown that there is an C-free 6G-

module X affording y such that W=X/3?X has irreducible socle. If M is an

irreducible AtJ-module which is a constituent of W, then M appears just once in

any composition series for W. If e= 1, then Rothschild's argument shows 2 rem M

= e, where the sum is taken over all constituents of IV. If e= — 1, then rem M

=/»-sep M and 2 seP M=e. So if we sum over any subset containing, say, n of the

constituents of W,

(7.2) 72/? > 2 rem M > (n-f)P-

A result of Janusz [12, Theorem 7.1] implies that IF is uniserial. (This can also be

proved directly, using Proposition 4.5.)
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Let Y= W/rad W. Y is irreducible. Let F be any nonzero FG-homomorphic

image of W. Then YxR/rad R. Let S=rad W/rad (rad W).

If 8=1, let F<-> Vp_y(y), where y = sep Y. By (7.2) and Proposition 4.5, y is

the unique npmv of each of the F.

If e= — 1, either Y has a pmv t or Y= 10. If the former is true, then t is a pmv

of each F. If the latter case holds then 0#S# 10 and S has a pmv o-. Then either

Rx 10 or F has S as a constituent and a as a pmv.

We conclude that all modules which are nonzero FG-homomorphic images of

W and which are not equal to 10 have a main value in common.

Suppose s^(e+l)/2. W has Green correspondent either Ve(X2ak) if e=1, or

Vp-e(X2ak) if e= — 1, for some integer k. For each i with (e— l)/2^i<s, the npmv's

of Ve(X2ak)* <g F2i + i(AV + i) are cc"*-1""^-', Oújúe-l, by Lemma 2.4. The

npmv's of Vp_e(X2ak)* ® K2i+1(AVH) are a~k+s~i+i, O^j^e-l, by Lemma 2.6.

Since |<oc>| —e, in either case W* (g TV¡ has npmv a0. By Theorem 4.1, there exists

a nonzero FG-homomorphism from W into TV¡, for all (e— l)/2^z'<i. Since no

such TVj has invariants, the homomorphic image is never 10. It follows that all the

TVj with (e— l)/2^i<s have a main value in common.

Suppose e is even. Then Lemma 3.3 implies for 0^i,j<s, TVt and TVy have no

main values in common unless i=j (mod 2). Thus if s>e/2+l, the existence of

TVe/2 and Niel2) + x as summands of F (g) F forces a contradiction. So if e is even,

d^p-(e/2+l).

Suppose e is odd. By (5.2) for F (g F, a given y e char TT can be a npmv of at

most one TV4, and a pmv of at most t — 1 of the TV,, 0 ^ i"á s— 1. Since all the TV¡ with

(e— 1)/2s¡/^í— 1 have a main value in common, it follows that f¿s — (e—l)/2.

Therefore d^p-((e-l)/2 + t).

Remarks. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow /?-subgroup F of prime order /?.

Assume that F is not a normal subgroup of G, and that G has a faithful irreducible

complex representation of degree «</?—1. Then if p>7, either G/ZxPSL(2,p)

with « = (/?+ l)/2, or G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, with d=n=p — e and

r=(/?-l)/e^3 [2, II], [3], [6], [15]. Assume the latter possibility. If d<p-2, then

z is even [6, Theorem 1]. In particular, e must be odd and t even, which also follows

from Theorem 7.1 above. Theorem 7.1 also shows p — e^p — ((e—l)/2 + t) which

gives p?¿2t2 — t+l. This improves Brauer's inequality p^t3 — t+\ [3]. We will

show in a separate paper that in fact put2 — 3t+l.

8. Small primes. The results and methods of this paper have been applied to

primes/?, 13^/?^31, to eliminate some possibilities for d<p — 2, where L=L(d, X)

satisfies Theorem 1 and G=G'. The chart below lists all cases remaining open.

From over 300 numerical possibilities for e\p— 1, cT^max{3(/?—1)/4, p — e}, and

z|<T, exactly 98 still remain. Work in progress may soon eliminate more cases. On

the other hand, some new groups may arise.
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d z

13:

/»= 17:

p = 19:

/» = 23:

p = 29:

p = 31:

[March

e

10

13

14
{

1

2

14

16

4,8

4, 8, 16

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

25

26

23

24

25

26

27

28

18

9, 18

9

9

3,6,9

3, 6, 18

3,6

1

2

1

1, 2, 5, 10, 20

22

11

11,22

11

2

1
' 2, 12

3, 8

4

6

1,5

1

2

13

26

14

28

7, 14

7

14

7, 14, 28

7, 14, 28

7

4, 7, 14

7

4, 7, 14, 28

<

1

2

1

1,2

1,3,9

1

2

4

7

14

128

30

15,30

15, 30

15

5, 6, 10, 15, 30

5, 15

3, 5, 6, 15

3, 5

3, 5, 15

3, 5,6, 10, 15, 30

3, 5, 15
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